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DroidCat: Effective Android Malware Detection
and Categorization via App-Level Profiling
Haipeng Cai, Na Meng, Barbara Ryder, and Daphne Yao
Abstract—Most existing Android malware detection and categorization techniques are static approaches, which suffer from evasion
attacks such as obfuscation. By analyzing program behaviors, dynamic approaches are potentially more resilient against these attacks.
Yet existing dynamic approaches mostly rely on characterizing system calls which are subject to system-call obfuscation. This paper
presents DroidCat, a novel dynamic app classification technique, to complement existing approaches. By using a diverse set of
dynamic features based on method calls and ICC Intents without involving permission, app resources, or system calls while fully
handling reflection, DroidCat achieves superior robustness than static approaches as well as dynamic approaches relying on system
calls. The features were distilled from a behavioral characterization study of benign versus malicious apps. Through three
complementary evaluation studies with 34,343 apps from various sources and spanning the past nine years, we demonstrated the
stability of DroidCat in achieving high classification performance and superior accuracy compared to two state-of-the-art peer
techniques that represent both static and dynamic approaches. Overall, DroidCat achieved 97% F1-measure accuracy consistently for
classifying apps evolving over the nine years, detecting or categorizing malware, 16% to 27% higher than any of the two baselines
compared. Further, our experiments with obfuscated benchmarks confirmed higher robustness of DroidCat over these baseline
techniques. We also investigated the effects of various design decisions on DroidCat’s effectiveness and the most important features
for our dynamic classification. We found that features capturing app execution structure such as the distribution of method calls over
user code and libraries are much more important than typical security features such as sensitive flows.
Index Terms—Android, security, malware, dynamic analysis, profiling, detection, categorization, stability, robustness, obfuscation.
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I NTRODUCTION

Android has been the target platform of 97% malicious
mobile apps [1], most of which steal personal information,
abuse privileged resources, and/or install additional
malicious software [2]. With the Android market growing
rapidly, it is critically important to differentiate malware
from benign apps (i.e., malware detection). Further, for
threat assessment and defense planning, it is also crucial to
differentiate malware of different families (i.e., malware
categorization by family).
Two main classes of approaches to Android malware
detection/categorization have been studied: static and
dynamic. Static approaches leverage static code analysis to
check whether an app contains abnormal information flows
or calling structures [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], matches
malicious code patterns [9], [10], requests for excessive
permissions [11], [12], [13], [14], and/or invokes APIs that
are frequently used by malware [15], [16], [17], [18].
Static approaches may have the advantage of being
sound and scalable to screening large numbers of apps, yet
they cannot always precisely detect malware for three
reasons. First, due to the event-driven features of Android,
such as lifecycle callbacks and GUI handling, run-time
control/data flows are not always statically estimatable;
they depend on the run-time environment. This
approximation makes static analysis unable to reveal many
malware activities. Second, the mere existence of some
permissions and/or APIs in code does not always mean
that they are actually executed or invoked frequently at
runtime to cause an attack. Purely checking for existence of
permissions and/or APIs can cause static analysis to
wrongly report malware. In particular since API Level 23,
Android has added dynamic permission support such that
•
•
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apps can request, acquire, and revoke permissions at
runtime [19]. This new run-time permission mechanism
implies that static approaches will not be able to discover
when an abnormal permission is requested and granted at
runtime, and would suffer from more false alarms if users
revoke dangerous permissions after app installation. Third,
static approaches have limited capabilities in detecting
malicious behaviors that are exercised through dynamic
code constructs (e.g., calling sensitive APIs via reflection).
These and other limits [20] make static analysis vulnerable
to widely adopted detection-evading schemes (e.g., code
obfuscation [21] and metamorphism [22]). Recently,
resource-centric features are also used in static code
analysis to overcome the above-mentioned limitations [23].
However, such approaches can still be evaded by malware
adopting resource obfuscation [24], [25].
In comparison, dynamic approaches provide a
complementary way to detect/categorize malware [26],
[27], [28], [29]. In particular, behavior-based techniques [30]
model program behavioral profiles [31], [32] with
system/API call traces (e.g., [33], [34], [35]) and/or
resource usage [28], [33]. Machine learning has been
increasingly incorporated in these techniques, training
classification models from those profiles to distinguish
malware from benign apps. However, system-call based
malware detectors can still be evaded when an app
obfuscates system calls [30], [36], [37], [38]. Sensitive API
usage does not necessarily indicate malicious intentions.
Abnormal resource usage does not always correspond to
abnormal behaviors, either. Generally, behavior-based
approaches relying on system-call sequences and/or
dependencies may be easily thwarted by system-call
obfuscation techniques (e.g., mimicry attack [37] and
illusion [38]). A more comprehensive dynamic app
classifier is needed to capture varied behavioral profiles
and thus be robust to attacks against specific profiles.
Recent dynamic Android malware categorization
approaches utilize the histogram [39] or chains (or

sophisticated obfuscation schemes, along with three
different sets of benign apps. Our study showed that
DroidCat worked robustly well on obfuscated malware
with 96% to 97% F1 accuracy, significantly (5% to 46%)
higher than the F1 accuracy of either baseline approach.
Our analysis of the three techniques’ performance with
respect to varying decision thresholds further corroborated
the consistent advantages of our approach. We also
conducted in-depth case studies to assess the performance
of DroidCat on individual malware families and various
factors that may impact its performance.
In summary, we made the following contributions:
• We developed DroidCat, a novel Android app
classification approach based on a new, diverse set of
features that capture app behaviors at runtime through
short app-level profiling. The features were discovered
from a dynamic characterization study that revealed
behavioral differences between benign and malicious
apps in terms of method calls and ICCs.
• We evaluated DroidCat via three complementary
studies versus two state-of-the-art peer approaches as
baselines on 34,343 distinct apps spanning year 2009
through year 2017. Our results showed that DroidCat
largely outperformed the baselines in stability,
classification performance, and robustness in both
classification modes, with competitive efficiency.
• We conducted in-depth case studies of DroidCat
concerning its performance on individual malware
families and various factors that affect its classification
capabilities. Our results confirmed the consistently
high overall performance of DroidCat, and additionally
showed its strong performance on most of the families
we examined. We also identified the most effective
learning algorithm and dynamic features for DroidCat,
and demonstrated the low sensitivity of DroidCat to
the coverage of dynamic inputs.
• We released for public access DroidCat and our
benchmark suites, to facilitate reproduction of our
results and the development/evaluation of future
malware detection and categorization techniques.

dependencies) [34] of system calls. A recent dynamic
Android malware detection technique [26] differentiates
API call counts and strictly matches API signatures to
distinguish malware from benign apps. Due to the
underlying app features used, both kinds of techniques are
subject to replacement attacks [30] (replacing system-call
dependencies with semantically equivalent variants) in
addition to system-call obfuscation (renaming system-call
signatures). Also, the detection approach [26] may not
work with apps that adopt the dynamic permission
mechanism already introduced in Android [19], due to its
reliance on statically retrieved app permissions. Several
other malware detectors combine dynamic profiles with
static features (e.g., those based on APIs [18] or static
permissions [26], [35]), and thus are vulnerable to the same
evasion schemes impeding static approaches.
In this paper, we develop a novel app classification
technique, DroidCat, based on systematic app-level
profiling and supervised learning. DroidCat is developed
to not only detect but also categorize Android malware
effectively (referred to as the malware detection and malware
categorization mode, respectively). Different from existing
learning-based dynamic approaches, DroidCat trains its
classification model based on a diverse behavioral app
profile consisting of features that cover run-time app
characteristics in complementary perspectives. DroidCat
profiles inter-component communication (ICC) calls and
invocations of all methods, including those defined by user
code, third-party libraries, and the Android framework,
instead of monitoring system calls. Also, it fully handles
reflective calls while not using features based on app
resources or permissions. DroidCat is thus robust to attacks
targeting system calls or exploiting reflection. DroidCat is
also robust to attacks targeting specific sensitive APIs,
because they are not the only target of method invocations.
The features used in DroidCat were decided based on a
dynamic characterization study of 136 benign and 135
malicious apps. In the study, we traced the execution of
each app, defined and evaluated 122 behavioral metrics to
thoroughly characterize behavioral differences between the
two app groups. All these metrics measure the relative
occurrence percentage of method invocations or ICCs, which
can never be captured by static malware analyzers.
Based on the study, we discovered 70 discriminating
metrics with noticeably different values on the two app
groups, and included all of them in the feature set. The 70
features are grouped into three feature dimensions:
structure, security, and ICC. By training a model with the
Random Forest algorithm [40], DroidCat builds a
multi-class classifier that predicts whether an app is benign
or malicious from a particular malware family. We
extensively assessed DroidCat in contrast to DroidSieve [23],
a state-of-the-art static app classification technique, and
Afonso [27], a state-of-the-art dynamic peer approach. The
evaluation experiments are conducted on 17,365 benign
and 16,978 malicious apps that span the past nine years.
Our evaluation results revealed very-high stability of
DroidCat in providing competitive classification accuracy
for apps evolving over the years: it achieved 97.4% and
97.8% F1 accuracy for malware detection and malware
categorization, respectively, all with small variations across
the datasets of varying years. Our comparative study
further demonstrated the substantial advantages of
DroidCat over both baseline techniques, with 27% and 16%
higher F1 accuracy in the detection and categorization
mode, respectively. We also assessed the robustness of our
approach against a set of malware adopting various
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M OTIVATING E XAMPLE

Malware
developers
increasingly
adopt
various
obfuscation techniques (e.g., code reflection) to evade
security checks [41]. Figure 1 shows five code excerpts in a
real trojan-horse sample of a dominant [42] malware family
FakeInst which sends SMS texts to premium-rate numbers.
Except for data encryption (by calling m6 on line 3), this
malware heavily uses reflection to invoke methods
including Android APIs so as to access privileged resources
such as device id (lines 1–11). In addition, to exploit the
SMS service (lines 13–18), it retrieves the text and number
needed for the malicious messaging via reflection (line
27–29) and then invokes sendSms (line 30) which calls
ad.notify.SmsItem::send via reflection again (lines 20–23).
While simple reflection with string constants (e.g., lines
22,27,28) can be deobfuscated by static analysis [43], [44] (at
extra cost), more complex cases may not be (e.g., lines
4,5,15,16 where the class and method names are retrieved
from a database object mdb). As a result, static code-based
features related to APIs and sensitive flows would not be
extracted from the app, and techniques based on such
features would not detect the security threats. Also, the
malicious behaviour in this sample is exhibited in its code
only, not reflected in its resource/asset files (e.g.,
configuration and UI layout); thus approaches bypassing
2

1
2
3
4
5
6

// in ad.notify.Settings::getImei(Context context)
// m6 returns ’phone’; cls returns ’android.telephony.TelephonyManager’
TelephonyManager tm = context.getSystemService(m6(b, b−1, x|76));
Class c = Class.forName(mdb.cls(ci));
Method m = c.getMethod(mdb.met(mi),null); //met returns ’getDeviceId’
return m.invoke(tm, null);

7
8
9
10
11

// in NotificationApplication::onCreate(); cls returns ’ad.notify.Settings’
Class c = Class.forName(mdb.cls(ci)); //met returns ’getImei’
Method m = c.getMethod(mdb.met(mi), new Class<Context>[1]);
adUrl += m.invoke(null, context);

sensitive information flows. There are also output APIs that
send data out of the current component via network or
storage. We consider them sinks of potential sensitive
information flows. If an app’s execution trace has any
(control-flow) paths from sources to sinks, the app might
be malicious due to potential sensitive data leakage.

4

F EATURE D ISCOVERY AND C OMPUTATION

At the core of our approach are its features that are
computed from app execution traces. Although from these
14
traces we could extract many features, not every feature is
15
a good differentiator of malicious apps from benign ones.
16
17
Therefore, with a relatively small dataset (136 benign and
18
135 malicious apps) (Section 4.1), we first conducted a
19
systematic dynamic characterization study by defining and
20 // in ad.notify.OperaUpdateActivity::sendSms(String str, String str2)
measuring 122 metrics (Section 4.2) as possible features.
21 Class c = Class.forName(mdb.cls(ci)); // cls returns ’ad.notify.SmsItem’
22 Method m = c.getMethod("send", new Class<String>[2]);
Based on the comparison between the two groups of apps,
23 Boolean bs = m.invoke(null, str, str2);
we decided which metrics were good differentiation
24
factors, and thus included them into our feature set
25 // in ad.notify.OperaUpdateActivity::threadOperationRun(int i, Object o)
26 SmsItem smsItem=getSmsItem(ad.notify.NotifyApplication.smsIndex); (Section 4.4). The central objective of this exploratory study
27 Class c = Class.forName("ad.notify.SmsItem");
is to discover the features to be used by DroidCat.
12
13

28
29
30

// in ad.notify.SmsItem::send(String str, String str2)
// cls returns ’android.telephony.SmsManager’
Class c = Class.forName(mdb.cls(ci)); //met returns ’sendTextMessage’
Method m = c.getMethod(mdb.met(mi), new Class<Object>[5]);
SmsManager smsManager = SmgManager.getDefault();
m.invoke(smsManager, str, null, str2, null, null)

Field f1 = c.getField("number"); int number = f1.get(smsItem);
Field f2 = c.getField ("text"); Object text = f2.get(smsItem);
sendSms(number, text);

4.1 Benchmarks
Our characterization study used a benchmark suite of both
benign apps and malicious apps. To collect benign apps,
we downloaded the top 3,000 most popular free apps in
Google Play at the end of year 2015 as our initial candidate
pool. Next, we randomly selected an app from the pool and
checked whether it met the following three criteria: (1) the
minimum supporting SDK version is 4.4 (API 19) or above,
(2) the instrumented APK file runs successfully with inputs
by Monkey [46], and (3) navigating the app with Monkey
inputs for ten minutes covers at least 50% of user code (we
used our characterization toolkit DroidFax [47] which
includes a statement-coverage measurement tool directly
working with APKs, which instruments each statement in
user code to track coverage at runtime). If an app met all
criteria, we further checked it with VirusTotal [48] to
confirm if the app was benign. As such we obtained 136
benign apps. For malicious apps, we started with the
MalGenome dataset [49], the most widely used malware
collection. We found 135 apps meeting the above criteria,
and confirmed them all as malware using VirusTotal. The
APK sizes of our benchmarks vary from 2.9MB to 25.6MB.
Recall that this characterization study is exploratory with
the goal of identifying robust and discriminating dynamic
features for app classification, thus we aimed at a relatively
small scale (in terms of the benchmark suite size).

Fig. 1. Code excerpts from a FakeInst malware sample: the complex and
heavy use of reflection can thwart static code-based feature extraction.

code analysis (e.g., DroidSieve [23]) might not succeed
either. Further, malware developers can easily obfuscate
app resources too [25]. In these situations, we believe that a
robust dynamic approach is a necessary complement for
defending against such malware samples.
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BACKGROUND

Android applications. Programmers develop Android
apps primarily using Java, and build them into app
package (i.e., APK) files. Each APK file can contain three
software layers: user code (userCode), Android libraries
(SDK), and third-party libraries if any (3rdLib). An Android
app typically comprises four components as follows [45]:
Activities which deal with UI and handle user interaction to
the device screen, Services which handle background
processing associated with an application, Broadcast
Receivers which handle communication between Android
OS and applications, and Content Providers which handle
data storage and management (e.g., database) issues.
ICC. Components interact with each other through ICC
objects—mainly Intents. If both the sender and the receiver
of an Intent are within the same app, we classify the ICC as
internal; otherwise, it is external. If an Intent has the receiver
explicitly specified in its content, we classify the ICC as
explicit; otherwise, it is implicit.
Lifecycle methods and callbacks. Each app component
follows a prescribed lifecycle that defines how this
component
is
created,
used,
and
destroyed.
Correspondingly, developers are allowed to overwrite
various lifecycle methods (e.g., onCreate(), onStart(), and
onDestroy()) to define program behaviors when the events
happen. Developers can also overwrite other event
handlers (e.g., onClick()) or define new callbacks to
implement extra logic when other interesting events occur.
Security-relevant APIs. There are sensitive APIs that
acquire personal information of users like locations and
contacts. For example, Location.getLatitude() and
Location.getLongitude()
retrieve
GPS
location
coordinates. We consider these APIs sources of potential

4.2 Metrics Definition
Based on collected execution traces, we characterized app
behaviors by defining 122 metrics in three orthogonal
dimensions: structure, ICC, and security (Table 1).
Intuitively, the more diversely these metrics capture app
execution, the more completely they characterize app
behaviors. These metrics measure not only the existence of
certain method invocations or ICCs, but also their relative
occurrence frequencies and distribution. For brevity, we
will only discuss a few metrics in the paper; detailed
description of all metrics can be found at
http://chapering.github.io/droidfax/metrics.htm.
Structure dimension contains 63 metrics on the
distributions of method calls, their declaring classes, and
caller-callee links. 31 of these metrics describe the
distributions of all method calls among three code layers
3

TABLE 1
Metrics for dynamic characterization and feature selection
Dimension
Structure
ICC
Security
Total

# of Metrics
63
7
52
122

Exemplar Metric
The percentage of method calls whose definitions are in user code.
The percentage of external implicit ICCs.
The percentage of sinks reachable by at least one path from a sensitive source

# of Substantially
Disparate Metrics
15
2
19
36

# of Noticeably
Different Metrics
32
5
33
70

do not monitor OS-level system calls, because we want
DroidCat to be robust to any attacks targeting system calls.
Our instrumentation is not limited to sensitive APIs, either.
By ensuring that sensitive APIs are not the only target
scope of method-call profiling, we make DroidCat more
robust against attacks targeting sensitive APIs. Prior work
shows that even without invoking malicious system calls or
sensitive APIs, some malicious apps still can conduct
attacks by manipulating other apps via ICCs [54], [55], [56],
[57]. Thus, we also trace ICCs to further reveal behavioral
differences between benign and malicious apps.
To characterize the dynamic behaviors of apps, we need
to run each instrumented app for a sufficiently long time
using various inputs to cover as many program paths as
possible. Manually entering inputs to apps is very
inefficient. In order to quickly trigger diverse executions of
an app, we used Monkey [46] to randomly generate inputs.
To balance between efficiency and code coverage, we set
Monkey to feed every app for ten minutes. (DroidCat only
executes each app for five minutes; we investigated the
effect of dynamic coverage on the effectiveness of DroidCat
in Section 7.3.) Once the trace for an app is collected via the
probed run-time monitors, most of the 122 metrics are
computed through straightforward trace statistics. The
metrics involving risky sources/sinks are calculated
through a dynamic call graph built from the trace, which
facilitates reachability computation.

(i.e. user code, third-party libraries, and Android SDK), or
among different components. The other 32 metrics describe
the distributions of a specific kind of methods—callbacks
(including lifecycle methods and event handlers). One
example Structure metric is the percentage of method calls
to the SDK layer. Another example is the percentage of
Activity lifecycle callbacks over all callbacks invoked.
ICC dimension contains 7 metrics to describe ICC
distributions. Since there are two ways to classify ICCs,
internal vs. external, and implicit vs. explicit, enumerating all
possible combinations leads to four metrics. The other three
metrics are defined based on the type of data contained in
the Intent object associated with an ICC: the Intent carries
data in either its URI or extras field only, or both. One
example ICC metric is the percentage of ICCs that carry
data through URI only. Another example is, out of all ICCs
exercised, the percentage that are implicit and external.
Security dimension contains 52 metrics to describe
distributions of sources, sinks, and the reachability between
them through method-level control flows. The reachability
is used to differentiate from all exercised sources/sinks that
are risky. If a source reaches at least one sink, it is
considered a risky source. Similarly, a risky sink is reachable
from at least one source. Both of these indicate security
vulnerabilities, because sensitive data may be leaked when
flowing from sources to sinks. For example, a Security
metric is the percentage of method calls targeting sources
over all method calls. Another example is the percentage of
exercised sinks that are risky.

4.4 Metrics (Feature) Selection
To identify any metric that well differentiates between the
two app groups, we measured the value of each metric on
every benchmark app, and then computed the mean values
separately for all benign and malware benchmarks. If a
metric had a mean value difference greater than or equal to
5%, we considered the behavioral profile of the two groups
substantially disparate with respect to the metric. If a
metric had a difference greater than or equal to 2%, we said
the behavioral profile was noticeably different with respect
to the metric. We experimented with various thresholds
chosen heuristically, and found these two (5% and 2%)
reasonably well represent two major levels of
differentiation between our malware and benign samples.
As shown in Table 1, by comparing mean metric values
across app groups, we found 36 substantially disparate
metrics, and 70 noticeably different metrics. We show the
top 10 differentiating metrics in Figure 2. There are ten
metrics listed on the Y-axis, and the X-axis corresponds to
mean metric values, which vary from 0% to 100%. Each
metric listed on Y-axis corresponds to: a red bar to show
the mean value of all malicious apps, and a green bar to
represent the mean of all benign ones. The whisker on each
bar represents the standard error of the mean. Empirically,
these 10 metrics best demonstrate the behavioral
differences between malicious and benign apps.
In the structure dimension, malicious apps call fewer
methods defined in SDK and more methods defined in user
code, and involve more callbacks relevant to UI. This
indicates that user operations may trigger excessive or
unexpected computation. For instance, on average, SDK

4.3 Metrics (Feature) Computation
To compute the 122 metrics of an Android app, we first
instrumented the program for execution trace collection.
Specifically, we used Soot [50] to transform each app’s APK
along with the SDK library (android.jar) into Jimple
code (Soot’s intermediate representation), and then inserted
in the Jimple code probes to run-time monitors for tracing
every method call (including those targeting SDK APIs and
third-party library functions) and every ICC Intent. We also
labeled additional information for instrumented classes
and methods to facilitate metric computation. For instance,
we marked the component type for each instrumented
class, the category of each instrumented callback, and the
source or sink property of each relevant SDK API. To
decide the component type of a class such as Foo, we
applied Class Hierarchy Analysis (CHA) [51] to identify all
the superclasses. If Foo extends any of the four known
component types such as Activity, its component type is
labeled accordingly. We used the method-type mapping list
in [47] to label the category of callbacks and the
source/sink property of APIs. Exception handling and
reflection are two widely used Java constructs. Accordingly,
our instrumentation fully tracks two special kinds of
method and ICC calls: (1) those made via reflection, and (2)
those due to exceptional control flows [52] (e.g., calls from
catch blocks and finally blocks).
Next, we ran the instrumented APK of each app on an
Android emulator [53] to collect execution traces, which
include all method calls and ICCs exercised. Note that we
4
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Fig. 2. Top-10 differentiating metrics between malware and benign apps revealed by our exploratory characterization study.
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Fig. 3. DroidCat overview: it trains a multi-class classifier using benign and malicious apps and then classifies unknown apps.

APIs account for 80% function calls in the execution of
malicious apps, but 91% function calls in benign apps’
executions. Concerning caller-callee links, For instance,
SDK->SDK accounts for 60% of method calls in benign apps,
but only accounts for 8% in malware. In comparison,
UserCode->SDK and 3rdLib->SDK are the most frequent
caller-callee links in malware. In terms of callbacks,
malicious apps involve 92% Activity lifecycle callbacks
and 84% View event handlers. Both numbers are
significantly larger than their counterparts in benign apps:
73% and 56%. However, malicious apps involve a much
smaller portion of system status event handlers than
benign ones, which is 5% vs. 23%.

Implication 2: Malware may use more explicit ICCs to
potentially attack specific external components, or disseminate potentially malicious URIs more often via ICCs.
In the security dimension, malware invokes more risky
source APIs, but fewer logging sink APIs. By executing
more risky sources, malware may cause sensitive data
leakage. As shown in Figure 2, among all invoked source
APIs, malicious apps have 39% risky sources, while benign
ones only have 27%. Among all invoked sink APIs, logging
sinks accounts for 21% for benign apps, but 9% for
malware, which means users may log more frequently in
benign apps to secure their sensitive data operations.
Besides, we also observe that sink APIs like Network access
and Messaging (SMS/MMS), are invoked more frequently
by malware than benign apps.

Implication 1: Malware tended to invoke SDK APIs
more often from user code or third-party libraries, and
define more UI callbacks indicating that user operations
on them may trigger excessive/unexpected computation.

Implication 3: Malicious apps exhibit less logging
practice than benign ones. They execute more risky sources, which may lead to sensitive data leakage.

In the ICC dimension, malware involves more external
explicit ICCs with more URI data carried by Intents. This
means that malware uses explicit ICCs more often to
potentially exploit specific external components, or sends
more URI data via ICCs to disseminate potentially
malicious URIs. Specifically, on average, malware
executions contain 42% external explicit ICCs, while benign
app executions only contain 10%. In reality, to
communicate with external components, benign apps
usually leverage implicit instead of explicit ICCs. This is
reasonable because developers usually know little about
the run-time environment of a user’s phone, such as what
external components are available to receive Intents.
Therefore, external implicit ICCs can be used to flexibly
detect all available potential receivers before any Intent is
sent. In contrast, the frequently used external explicit ICCs
by malware seem suspicious. Among data-carrying ICCs,
malicious apps have 30% ICCs carrying URI data, while
this number is only 10% in benign apps.

5

T HE DroidCat A PPROACH

Based on our characterization study, we developed
DroidCat, an app classification approach leveraging
systematic profiling and supervised learning, to decide
whether a given app is benign or belongs to a particular
malware family. As shown in Figure 3, there are two phases
in our approach: training and testing. For training,
DroidCat takes both benign and malicious apps as inputs.
For each app, it computes the 70 metrics as behavioral
features as described above. The features are then provided
to supervised machine learning to train a multi-class
classifier [58], using the Random Forest algorithm [40]. For
testing, given an arbitrary app, DroidCat computes the
same set of behavioral features and then feeds these
features to the classifier to decide whether the app is
benign or a member of a malware family.
5

We implemented the learning component of DroidCat in
Python, using the Scikit-learn toolkit [59], to train and test
the classifier. We provided open source the entire DroidCat
system (including the feature computation component) and
our datasets at https://chapering.github.io/droidcat.
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of these samples ranged across the past nine years (i.e.,
2009–2017). We note that there were not exactly the same
samples shared by any two of our datasets (although some
samples in one dataset might be the evolved versions of
samples in another). In cases where the original datasets
(e.g., DB and MG) overlap, we removed the common
samples from either dataset (e.g., we dismissed MG
samples from the original DB dataset). We also ensured
that these four datasets did not overlap with the dataset
used in our characterization study—we excluded the 136
GP apps and 135 MG malware used in that study when
forming the four datasets in Table 2. The reason was to
avoid relevant biases (e.g., overfitting) since the
characterization dataset was used for developing/tuning
DroidCat (i.e., for discovering/selecting its features).

E VALUATION

For a comprehensive assessment of DroidCat’s capabilities
in malware detection and categorization, we conducted
three complementary evaluation studies. In Study I, we aim
to gauge the stability of DroidCat by applying it to four
longitudinal datasets (across nine years) to see how well it
works for apps in the evolving Android ecosystem. In
Study II, we compare the prediction performance of
DroidCat against state-of-the-art peer approaches, including
a static and a dynamic approach, by applying the three
techniques to two newest datasets among the four. In Study
III, we measure the robustness against obfuscation of the
three techniques using an obfuscation benchmark suite
along with varying benign sample sets. We first describe
our evaluation datasets in Section 6.1 and procedure in
Sections 6.2 and 6.3, and then present the evaluation results
of the three studies in Sections 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6, respectively.
6.1

6.2 Experimental Setup
For the baseline techniques, we consider both static and
dynamic approaches to Android malware prediction. In
particular, we compare DroidCat to DroidSieve, a
state-of-the-art static malware detection and categorization
approach. DroidSieve characterizes an app with
resource-centric features (e.g., use permissions extracted
from the manifest file of an APK) in addition to code
(syntactic) features, and then uses these features to train an
Extra Trees model that is later used for predicting the label
of a given app. We chose Afonso as another baseline
technique, a state-of-the-art dynamic approach for app
classification. Afonso traces in an app the invocations of
Android APIs and system calls in specified lists, and uses
the call frequencies to differentiate malware from benign
apps based on a Random Forest model.
To enable our comparative studies, we obtained the
feature computation code from the DroidSieve authors and
implemented the learning component. With help of the
authors, we were able to reproduce the performance results
against part of the datasets used in the original evaluation
of this technique hence gained confidence about the
correctness of our implementation. We implemented the
Afonso tool according to the API and system call lists
provided by the authors. We developed DroidCat as
described earlier. To compute the features and prediction
results with the two baselines, we followed the exact
settings as described in the respective original papers (and
by the authors of DroidSieve via emails for which we
initially had difficulties getting performance results close to
originally reported ones). In particular, to produce the
execution traces required by Afonso, we ran each app on a
Nexus One emulator with API Level 23, 2G RAM, and 1G
SD storage for 5 minutes as triggered by Monkey random
inputs (same as for DroidCat as described in Section 4.3).
All of our experiments were performed on a Ubuntu 15.04
workstation with 8G DDR and a 2.6GHz processor.

Datasets

TABLE 2
Main datasets used in our evaluation studies
Benign apps
Malware
Dataset Period Source #Apps Source
#Apps #Families
D1617 2016-2017 GP,AZ 5,346 VS,AZ
3,450
153
D1415 2014-2015 GP,AZ 6,545 VS,AZ
3,190
163
D1213 2012-2013 GP,AZ 5,035 VS,AZ,DB,MG 9,084
192
D0911 2009-2011 AZ
439 VS,AZ,DB,MG 1,254
88

Table 2 lists the various datasets (named by ids in the
first column) used in our evaluation experiments. Each
dataset includes a number (fourth column) of benign apps
and a number (sixth column) of malware in a number (the
last column) of families. Apps in each of these four datasets
are all from the same period (range of years, in the second
column), according to the age of each app measured by its
first-seen date we obtained from VirusTotal [48]. The table
gives the sources (third and fifth columns) of the samples.
AndroZoo (AZ) [60] is an online Android app collection
that archives both benign and malicious apps. Google Play
(GP) [61] is the official Android app store. VirusShare
(VS) [62] is a database of malware of various kinds
including Android malware. The Drebin dataset (DB) is a
set of malware shared in [15], and (Malware) Genome
(MG) is a malware set shared in [63]. We also used an
obfuscation benchmark suite along with benign apps from
AZ and GP for Study III (as detailed in Section 6.6).
Concerning the overhead of dynamic analysis, we
randomly chose a subset of samples from each respective
source, except for the MG dataset which we used all
samples therein given its relatively small size. A few apps
were discarded during the benchmark collection, because
they could not be unzipped, were missing resource files
(e.g., assets), or could not be successfully instrumented,
installed, or traced. In particular, for the D1617 and D1415
datasets which we used for a comparative study (Study II),
we also discarded samples with which any of the three
compared techniques failed in its analysis. We did not
apply any of the selection criteria in the characterization
study (Section 4.1). The numbers (of samples) listed in the
table are those of the remaining samples actually used in
our studies. In all, our datasets include 17,365 benign apps
and 16,978 malware, for a total of 34,343 samples. The age

6.3 Methodology
We evaluated DroidCat in each of its two working modes:
(1) malware detection, in which it labels a given app as either
benign or malicious, and (2) malware categorization, in which
it labels a given malware with the predicted malware family.
To facilitate the assessment of DroidCat in these two different
modes, we simply treat DroidCat as a multi-class classifier,
with different number of classes to differentiate in different
modes (e.g., two classes in the detection mode, and two or
more classes in the categorization mode).
For Study I, we ran four tests of DroidCat, each using
one of the four datasets (D0911 through D1617). For Study
6
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Fig. 4. DroidCat ROC curves with AUCs for malware detection (left) and
categorization (right) on four datasets (D0911 through D1617).

Finally, the overall F1 is computed with:

F 1overall =

2 ∗ Poverall ∗ Roverall
Poverall + Roverall

(5)

To further assess the capabilities of our approach versus
the baselines, we compute the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve for each technique and relevant
dataset it applied to. These curves show how a binary
classifier performs with respect to varying decision
thresholds, as opposed to one (default) threshold
associated with an F1 score. They also depict various
tradeoffs between true positive and false positive rates.
Thus, the curves complement the three accuracy metrics (P,
R, and F1), together constituting a comprehensive measure
of the classification performance. In particular, we used the
prediction probabilities produced by the classifier to
compute these curves. For multi-class classification (i.e., the
malware categorization mode), we wrap the classifier with
a one-vs-all classifier to compute the curve for each class,
and then average all per-class curves to produce an
averaged curve. For each ROC curve, we also report the
area under curve (AUC) as a summary metric for the ROC.

Recall (R) measures among all apps belonging to Ci ,
how many of them are labeled by the technique as “Ci ”.

Ri =

1.0

True Positive Rate

True Positive Rate

II, we executed DroidCat and the two baselines on D1617
and D1415, because these two are the most recent datasets.
We used three obfuscation datasets for Study III, in which
we ran three tests of the three techniques accordingly.
In each test of these three studies, we sorted apps of
each class by their age (first-seen date) and split the apps by
the date at 70 percentile, and then we held out the 30%
newest ones from each class for testing while using the rest
for training. We used this hold-out validation in order to
avoid overfitting [64]: samples used for fitting a
classification model are never used in validating the model.
Our evaluation studies did not involve any re-sampling (as
in cross validation) either, so as to avoid causing biases in
the validation results [65]. This experiment design also
makes sure that we never use a model trained on newer
samples to test older samples—doing so would not be
sensible with respect to the practical use scenarios of a
malware detector and the evolution of apps.
The three studies share the same set of metrics for
evaluating the performance of the compared techniques in
predicting apps of each class. We compute these metrics for
each class and then average the metrics values among all
classes to obtain the overall performance of each technique.
Specifically, for each class Ci , we assessed a technique’s
performance with the following three metrics:
Precision (P) measures among all the apps labeled as
“Ci ” by the technique, how many of them actually belong
to that class.
# of apps belonging to Ci
Pi =
.
(1)
Total # of apps labeled as “Ci00

(2)

F1 score (F1) is the harmonic mean of precision and
recall. It can be interpreted as a weighted average of the
precision and recall.
2 ∗ Pi ∗ Ri
.
(3)
F 1i =
Pi + R i

6.4

Study I: Performance Stability

TABLE 3
DroidCat performance for malware detection and categorization.
Detection
Categorization
Dataset
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
D1617
99.31% 99.27% 99.28% 94.79% 94.74% 94.54%
D1415
97.26% 97.09% 97.16% 97.84% 97.75% 97.70%
D1213
96.38% 96.04% 96.12% 99.73% 99.71% 99.70%
D0911
97.19% 96.96% 97.00% 99.48% 99.43% 99.44%
mean
97.53% 97.34% 97.39% 97.96% 97.91% 97.84%
stdev
1.25%
1.37%
1.34%
2.27%
2.28%
2.38%

Note that the technique only labels apps with “C100 , “C2 ”,
. . . , and never uses any label like “not Ci ”. To facilitate the
metrics computation with respect to a particular class like
C1 , we treat all apps with other labels like “C2 ”, “C3 ”, . . . as
“not Ci ”. For example, suppose there are 10 apps belonging
to C3 . The technique labels 11 apps with “C3 ”, but only 8 of
them actually belong to C3 . As a result, P3 = 8/11 = 73%
because only 8 out of the 11 “C3 ”-labeled apps are identified
correctly. R3 = 8/10 = 80% because only 8 out of the 10 C3
apps are labeled correctly. F 13 = 2 ∗ 73% ∗ 80%/(73% +
80%) = 76%.
With the above effectiveness metrics computed for each
class, we further evaluated the overall effectiveness of the
technique by computing the weighted average among
classes. Intuitively, the larger the number of apps in a class,
the more weight its effectiveness metrics should have. The
malware families vary greatly in size, so we weight each
family’s contribution to the average by its relative size to
the entire testing set. Formally, if we use Γ to represent P
or R, and use ni to represent the number of testing samples
in Ci , then the overall effectiveness in terms of precision
and recall can be computed for N classes with
PN
i=1 Γi ∗ ni
Γoverall = P
.
(4)
N
i=1 ni

Table 3 lists the classification performance of DroidCat in
terms of the three metrics we defined earlier: precision (P ),
recall (R), and F1-measure accuracy (F 1). Each row gives
the results for the two working modes of DroidCat against
one of the four datasets used in this study. For instance, on
the D1617 dataset (apps in year 2016 through year 2017),
DroidCat had 99.31% precision and 99.27% recall for
detection (binary classification), and 94.54% F1 for
categorizing malware into families. The last two rows show
the mean performance metrics values over the four datasets
of DroidCat in each of the two modes, and the associated
standard deviation (stdev) of the mean. For instance, for
malware detection, DroidCat achieved an average F1
accuracy of 97.39% with a standard deviation of 1.34%
across all the four datasets spanning the past nine years.
As shown, the performance of DroidCat depended on
both the dataset it was applied to and the working mode.
Specifically, it had the highest accuracy (99.28%) on the
newest (D1617) dataset for malware detection, yet
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performed the best (with 99.70% F1) on the second oldest
(D1213) dataset for malware family categorization.
Similarly, the worst-case performance also was associated
with different mode for different dataset: lowest detection
accuracy (96.12%) was for D1213 while lowest
categorization accuracy (94.54%) was seen by D1617.
Intuitively, it is more challenging to differentiate more
classes. Our results show that overall DroidCat performed
almost equally well (97.39% versus 97.84%) for detection
and categorization modes. While our features were
discovered originally from a characterization study that
only concerned two classes (malware versus benign apps),
this overall contrast suggests that the features could also
well differentiate among varied malware families. On the
other hand, however, we observed that over the years the
categorization performance appeared to decline gradually
while the performance for detection did not. What this
implies is that the features seem to be less robust against
the evolution of malware than for differentiating benign
apps from all kinds of malware as a whole.
Figure 4 depicts the ROC curves and associated AUCs
(in the parentheses) of DroidCat on the four datasets for the
two modes. The results show that DroidCat worked the best
for the newest (D1617) dataset in the detection mode, with
an AUC of almost 0.98 (close to the ideal case of 1.0). On
the other three datasets, our classifier was also highly
accurate with different thresholds. The right chart indicates
that it performed the worst for categorizing malware in the
D1415 dataset. Nevertheless, even this lowest performance
was still highly competitive (0.94 AUC). The categorization
accuracy was noticeably higher on other datasets.
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Fig. 5. DroidCat versus baselines for malware detection.
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Fig. 6. DroidCat versus baselines for malware categorization.

performance metrics (x axis), for the two datasets (D1617
and D14515) used in this study. Our results revealed
considerable advantages of DroidCat over the two
state-of-the-art techniques: on the D1617 dataset, DroidCat
had 3% higher precision, 19% higher recall, and 11% higher
F1 accuracy than the better-performing baseline DroidSieve.
The advantage of DroidCat over the peer dynamic approach
Afonso was even greater (27% higher F1). On the D1415
dataset, the improvement of DroidCat over the
better-performing baseline Afonso was also substantial (15%
higher F1), albeit the gap between the two baselines was
quite small (0.1%). Across both datasets, DroidSieve was
more accurate for malware detection than Afonso.
1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

True Positive Rate

True Positive Rate

Conclusions.
Overall,
DroidCat
exhibited
highly
competitive performance for any mode and dataset, with
F1 ranging from 94.54% to 99.73%, and AUC from 0.94 to
0.98. Importantly, DroidCat appeared to be quite stable in
classifying apps seen in the 9-year span we studied, as
supported by several observations. First, the standard
deviations of performance metrics over the span were
generally small, suggesting DroidCat worked for both old
and new datasets with promising performance. Second, it is
noteworthy that the performance of DroidCat was not much
affected by largely varying dataset sizes or the imbalance
between malware and benign samples: nor did there exist a
clear correlation between the performance and sample sizes
or the imbalances. Third, a larger number of families did
not necessarily make DroidCat perform worse in malware
categorization either. In comparison between its two
modes, DroidCat tended to be even more stable for malware
detection (1.34% standard deviation) than for malware
categorization by families (2.38% standard deviation).

0.6

0.4

0.2

Finding 1: DroidCat achieved mean F1 accuracy of
97.39% and 97.84%, and AUC of 0.95-0.98 and
0.94-0.98, for malware detection and categorization, respectively. It was also stable in classifying apps from different years within 2009–2017, evidenced by small standard
deviations in F1 of 1.34-2.38% across the nine years.
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6.5 Study II: Comparative Classification Performance
In this study, we aim to compare our approach to the two
baselines in their classification capabilities. In particular, we
conducted comparative analysis in the two classification
working modes considered. For malware detection,
Figure 5 shows the contrast among the three techniques
(the three bars in each group) in terms of the three
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Fig. 7. ROC curves with AUCs of DroidCat versus baselines for malware
detection on datasets D1415 (left) and D1617 (right).
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Fig. 8. ROC curves with AUCs of DroidCat versus baselines for malware
categorization on datasets D1415 (left) and D1617 (right).
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In addition, both baselines tended to be much less stable
than our approach, as evidenced by the variations of
performance across varied datasets.

Figure 6 depicts the contrast among the three
techniques in their performance in categorizing malware
into families. As in the detection mode, DroidSieve
outperformed Afonso for the D1617 dataset, while for the
D1415 dataset Afonso was more accurate. However,
considering the gaps in F1, Afonso was overall more
competitive than DroidSieve, opposite to the contrast in the
detection mode. On the other hand, the results clearly show
the significant merits of our approach over both baselines.
Relative to the better-performing peer approach, DroidCat
had about 6% higher F1 accuracy on the D1617 dataset and
over 9% higher accuracy on the D1415 dataset, although
the gaps were lesser than those in the detection mode.
Interestingly, while Afonso was originally evaluated for
malware detection only [27], our results revealed that it
performed more accurately for malware categorization. The
performance of DroidSieve varied very slightly between
these two working modes, though.
Across the two datasets, our results also revealed the
superiority of DroidCat to both baselines in stability. Afonso
achieve noticeably higher performance on the older
(D1415) dataset than on the newer (D1617) dataset,
regardless of the classification modes (although the gap
was smaller for family categorization). DroidSieve was
similarly unstable to Afonso, if not worse, although it
performed significantly better on D1617 (than on D1415,
also in both working modes). In addition, both baselines
had achieved considerably higher performance (e.g.,
constantly over 90% F1) on other datasets (mostly older
than the two we used here) [23], [27], which further suggest
their likely instability. On the other hand, we have been
able to obtain very similar performance numbers to those
originally reported with respect to the originally used
datasets. Thus, both baseline techniques seem to be more
likely to be overfitted to particular datasets relative to our
technique, which again backs up the stability advantage of
DroidCat over the two baselines.
Figures 7 and 8 depict the ROC curves and
corresponding AUCs (shown in parentheses) of DroidCat
versus the baselines on the two datasets used in this study,
for detection and categorization, respectively. The results
clearly show the advantages of our approach over the two
baselines, regardless of the dataset and classification mode
considered, as also evidenced by the constantly higher
AUCs of DroidCat. In fact, the curves revealed that DroidCat
was more accurate than the baselines at any decision
threshold. Between the two baselines, Afonso outperformed
DroidSieve only on one dataset for categorization, while in
other cases DroidSieve was more accurate for varying
thresholds. This contrast was consistent with how these
prior approaches compared in terms of F1 accuracy.

Finding 2: DroidCat outperformed the state-of-the-art
techniques compared, with up to 27% and 16% higher F1,
and 0.15 and 0.13 greater AUC, for malware detection
and categorization, respectively. DroidCat also appeared
to be noticeably more stable than the two baseline techniques over time when achieving competitive performance.

6.6

Study III: Robustness

TABLE 4
Datasets used in the study on robustness (Study III)
Benign apps
Malware (from Praguard)
Dataset Period
Source #Apps obf% Period
#Apps
obf%
OBF1617 2016-2017 GP,AZ 3,196 57.38%
1,214
OBF1415 2014-2015 AZ
4,462 25.59% 2010-2012
100%
(59 families)
OBF1213 2012-2013 AZ
4,804 12.57%

For this study, we used three obfuscation datasets as
described in Table 4. We intended to only use benign apps
from AZ, but had to include GP apps of year 2017 because
of the shortage of AZ apps of that year. For malware, we
focused on those from Praguard [24], an obfuscation
benchmark suite including the 1260 MG apps and 237
malware from the Contagio dataset [66] all transformed
using multiple obfuscation schemes combined. Praguard
has several subsets each using a different scheme
combination. We used the most obfuscated subset while
removing those corresponding to the 135 MG malware
used in our characterization study (to avoid possible
overfitting biases). From the remaining 1362 apps, we were
able to compute features of 1214 apps for both DroidCat
and the two baselines. The table also lists the percentage of
apps that are obfuscated (obf%). All the apps’ age was
again determined by their first-seen dates. Note that even
benign apps were increasingly obfuscated, which further
justifies the importance of app classifiers being robust
against obfuscation. We applied the methodology as
described in Section 6.3. In addition, we confirmed that in
each data split (based on 70-percentile first-seen dates)
there are non-trivial portions of obfuscated samples of each
class in both training and testing sets. As for Studies I and
II, we ensured that the three benign sets did not overlap.
TABLE 5
Robustness of DroidCat versus baselines
Detection
Technique Perf. OBF1617 OBF1415 OBF1213 Average
P
97.46%
96.86%
96.40% 96.85%
R
97.34%
96.71%
96.19% 96.69%
DroidCat
F1
97.33% 96.66% 96.13% 96.64%
P
98.43%
71.07%
85.37% 83.91%
R
52.07%
86.73%
93.81% 79.89%
Afonso
F1
68.11% 78.13% 89.39% 79.59%
P
86.44%
87.98%
85.08% 86.48%
83.34%
85.94%
81.77% 83.67%
DroidSieve R
F1
80.51% 82.67% 76.09% 79.62%

Conclusions. Overall, DroidCat surpassed both baseline
techniques in each of the two classification working modes,
and in most cases the advantages were highly significant.
Across the two modes, the performance gap between the
baselines and DroidCat was even greater in the malware
detection mode. Between the two baselines, DroidSieve
appeared to be more competitive for malware detection,
while for malware family categorization Afonso was
considerably more accurate on one dataset. Afonso
appeared to be more effective for malware categorization
than for malware detection, while DroidSieve had similar
performance between these two modes. Knowing that
Afonso classification was based on call frequencies (i.e.,
sheer counts of calls), the substantial performance merits of
DroidCat over Afonso suggest that relative statistics of calls
and call distributions are more effective than sheer counts.

Cate.
97.26%
97.07%
97.06%
54.55%
56.47%
51.03%
91.81%
93.49%
92.27%

Table 5 lists classification performance (Perf.) numbers
(P, R, and F1) of DroidCat versus Afonso and DroidSieve in
the detection and categorization (Cate.) modes on the three
datasets (second row) used in this study. The F1 numbers
are highlighted in boldface. The numbers in the sixth
column are the averages over the three datasets, weighted
by the dataset sizes. For instance, on the OBF1617 dataset,
DroidCat had a 97.33% F1 accuracy, versus 68.11% by Afonso
and 80.51% by DroidSieve, all in the detection mode. In the
categorization mode, the three techniques had the same
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DroidCat. We summarize our methodology and findings
below. Further details can be found in our technical report
on DroidCat [67].

performance across the three datasets since they all use the
same malware set (i.e., the 1214 Praguard malware).
Our results show that DroidCat largely surpassed the
baseline techniques in any performance metric on any of
the three datasets for malware detection. In the malware
categorization mode, DroidSieve achieved an F1 (92%), the
closest to that of DroidCat (97%) among all our comparative
experiments. We note that DroidSieve achieved 99% F1 for
categorizing the MG subset of our malware set here, and
over 99% F1 for detecting the MG malware from
benign-app sets different from ours [23]. The considerable
drop in accuracy, when 237 more malware and many
different benign apps were trained and tested, suggested
the potential overfitting of this technique to particular
datasets. On the other hand, compared to our results in
Study II, DroidSieve performance did not change much due
to obfuscation. Thus, the technique tended to be
obfuscation-resilient indeed, and its performance variation
with respect to the original evaluation results in [23] seems
to be mainly attributed to its instability.
Afonso appeared to be resilient against obfuscation too,
but only for malware detection. The substantial
performance drop (by over 30% in F1) because of
obfuscation indicates its weak obfuscation resiliency for
categorizing malware. Meanwhile, its considerable
performance variations for malware detection across the
three datasets corroborate the instability of this technique.
In contrast, DroidCat tended to be both robust and stable.
The robustness was evidenced by the small difference in
performance metrics between this study and Study II. Its
performance variations across the three datasets were also
quite small, showing its stability even in the presence of
complicated obfuscation.
We also computed the ROC curves and AUCs of the
three techniques on each of the three datasets. The
contrasts between DroidCat and the two baselines was
similar to those seen in Study II. The AUC numbers
(0.97–0.99 for DroidCat) show considerable advantages of
our approach as well (0.05 and 0.09 greater AUC than any
baseline for detection and categorization, respectively). In
all, the ROC results confirmed that DroidCat is robust to
various obfuscation schemes, with respect to varying
decision thresholds, more than the two baselines.
Conclusions. On overall average, DroidCat achieved a
96.64% F1, compared to 79.59% by Afonso and 79.62% by
DroidSieve in the detection mode. In the categorization
mode, DroidCat also significantly outperformed the two
baseline techniques, with 5–46% higher F1. ROC results
corroborated the robustness merits of our approach,
compared to the baselines. In absolute terms, the accuracy
and AUC numbers revealed that DroidCat can work highly
effectively with obfuscated apps.

7.1 Setup and Methodology
We started with the characterization study dataset and
added into it malware samples from years 2016 and 2017 in
the wild, resulting in 287 benign apps and 388 malware.
The majority of these apps adopted various obfuscation
strategies (e.g., reflection, data encryption, and
class/method renaming). The malware samples were in 15
popular families, including DroidDream, BaseBridge, and
DroidKungFu which were among the most evasive families
according to a prior study [24], and FakeInst and OpFake
which are known to combine multiple obfuscation schemes
(renaming, string encryption, and native payload). We
applied the same hold-out validation procedure, and the
same three accuracy metrics (P, R, F1) as used in the
evaluation experiments (Section 6.3).
7.2 Results
For malware categorization, DroidCat performed perfectly
(with 100% F1) for the majority (11) of the (15) studied
families. In particular, these 11 families include the three
that were previously considered highly evasive:
DroidDream, BaseBridge, and DroidKungFu. Previous tools
studied [24] achieved no more than 54% detection rate (i.e,
the recall metric in our study) on these three families. By
weighted average, over all the 15 classes, DroidCat achieved
97.3% precision, 96.8% recall, and 97.0% F1. In the malware
detection mode, DroidCat worked even more effectively,
with 97.1% precision, 99.4% recall, and 98.2% F1. These
results are largely consistent with what we obtained from
the extensive evaluation studies (Studies I through III).
7.3 Effects of Design Factors
Feature set choice. We investigated several alternative
feature sets, including the full set of 122 metrics, the set of
metrics in each of the three dimensions, and the set of 36
substantially disparate metrics (see Table 1). We found that
D* (the default set of 70 features used by DroidCat) worked
the best, suggesting that adding more features does not
necessarily improve classification performance. The
Structure features had significantly better effectiveness than
ICC and Security features.
Most important dynamic features. To see which
specific features are the most important to our technique,
we computed the importance ranking [23], [68] of the 70
features used by DroidCat. We found that Structure features
consistently dominated the top list, especially when there
were a greater number of classes that our classifier had to
differentiate. In particular, two subcategories of Structure
features contributed the most: (1) distribution of
method/class invocation over the three code layers, and (2)
callback invocation for lifecycle management. The Security
features were generally less important, with the ICC
features being the least important. Among all Security
features, those capturing risky control flows and accesses to
sensitive data/operations of particular kinds (e.g., sinks for
SMS_MMS) exhibited the greatest significance. The very
few ICC features included in these top rankings
contributed more to identifying benign apps from malware
than to distinguishing malware families.
Learning algorithm choice. In addition to the Random
Forest algorithm (RF, with 128 trees) used by default, we

Finding 3: DroidCat exhibited superior robustness to
both state-of-the-art techniques compared, by achieving
96% to 97% F1 accuracy on malware that adopted sophisticated obfuscation schemes along with varying sets of
benign apps, significantly higher than the two baselines.
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I N -D EPTH C ASE S TUDIES

We have conducted in-depth case studies on a subset of our
datasets to access the capabilities of our approach in
classifying apps with respect to individual malware
families. Through the case studies, we also investigated the
effects of various design factors on the performance of
10

experimented DroidCat with seven other learning
algorithms. Our results show that RF performed
significantly better than all the alternatives. Support Vector
Machine [69] (SVM) with linear kernel had the second best
effectiveness, while SVM with rbf kernel performed the
worst. Naive Bayes [70] with Bernoulli distribution had the
third best effectiveness, while with Gaussian distribution it
had the second worst effectiveness. Neither Decision
Trees [71] nor k-Nearest Neighbors [72] worked as well as
the best setting of the above three.
Input coverage. We have repeated our case studies on a
new dataset obtained by applying the same coverage filter
used in our characterization study. Only apps for which
10-minute Monkey inputs covered at least 50% of user code
were selected, resulting in 136 benign and 145 malicious
apps. The user-code coverage for these 281 apps ranged
from 50% to 100% (mean 66%, standard deviation 12%).
The higher-coverage dataset contained 10 app categories:
BENIGN and 9 malware families. We applied the same
held-out validation as used in other experiments. For
malware detection and (9-class) malware categorization,
DroidCat gained consistent increases in each of the three
performance metrics (P, R, F1) on the higher-coverage
datasets compared to our results without the coverage
filter. Yet, the increases were all quite small (at most 1.5%).
These small differences indicate that the performance of
DroidCat did not appear to be very sensitive to the
user-code coverage of run-time inputs.
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for a dynamic analysis of Android apps, our datasets may
still be relatively small in size compared to those used by
many static approaches. In particular, considering our
datasets split by ranges of years, our samples from each
period may not be representative of the app population of
that period. For this reason, our results are potentially
subject to overfitting. To mitigate this limitation, we have
considered benchmarks from diverse sources. Recall the
goal of DroidCat is to complement static approaches in
scenarios where they are inapplicable (Section 2). In all, our
experimental results and conclusions are best interpreted
with respect to the datasets used in our studies.
Prior studies have shown that learning-based malware
detectors are subject to class imbalances in training
datasets [73], [74]. Our results also suffer from this
subjection as our datasets contain imbalanced benign and
malware samples, as well as imbalanced malware families.
There were two causes for these imbalances: (1) our data
sources do not provide balanced sample sets, and (2) for
fair evaluation we needed to use exactly the same samples
for evaluating DroidCat against the two baselines, thus we
had to discard some samples for which the features for any
technique cannot be computed (Section 6.1), which further
perplexed our control of data balance. On the other hand,
however, the imbalances enabled us to additionally assess
the stability of our approach against the baselines: for
instance, in Study I, our results revealed that the
performance of DroidCat was not much affected by the
imbalance of both kinds (more benign apps, in D1617 and
D1415, or more malware, in D1213 and D0911). We also
note that all the datasets against which we compared
DroidCat to the baselines contained much less malware
than benign samples. This kind of imbalance resembles
real-world situations in which we do have much fewer
malware than benign apps.
Intuitively, the more app code covered by the dynamic
inputs, the more app behaviors can be captured and
utilized by our approach. We thus conducted a dedicated
study in this regard. Our results confirmed that with
higher-coverage
inputs
DroidCat
improved
in
effectiveness. However, the effectiveness differences were
small (<2%) between two experiments involving datasets
that had large differences (20%) in code coverage.
Nevertheless, these results may not be generalizable; more
conclusive results would need more extensive studies on
the effect of input coverage. Also, although DroidCat relies
on capturing app behavioral patterns in execution
composition and structure (instead of modeling explicit
malicious behaviors through suspicious permission access
and/or data flows), reasonable coverage is still required for
producing usable traces to enable the feature computation.
We aimed to leverage a diverse set of behavioral features
(in three orthogonal dimensions) to make DroidCat robust
to various evasion attacks that target specific kinds of
dynamic profiles. To empirically examine the robustness,
we purposely used an obfuscation benchmark suite in the
evaluation. Further, in the case studies, we used datasets in
which the majority of apps adopted a variety of evasion
techniques, including complex/heavy reflection, data
encryption, and class/method renaming. However, other
types of evasion (especially anti-dynamic-analysis)
attacks [75] have not been explicitly covered in our
experiments. For instance, some malware might detect and
then evade particular kinds of run-time environments (e.g.,
emulator). In our evaluation, the dynamic features were all
extracted from traces gathered on an Android emulator.
The high classification performance we achieved suggests

E FFICIENCY

The primary source of analysis overhead of all the three
techniques compared is the cost for feature extraction. For
dynamic approaches like DroidCat and Afonso, this cost
includes the time for tracing each app, which is five
minutes in both techniques. Specifically, DroidCat took
353.9 seconds for feature computation and 0.01 seconds for
testing, on average per app. In contrast, Afonso took 521.74
seconds for feature computation and 0.015 seconds for
testing per app. As expected, the tracing time dominated
the total feature computation cost in DroidCat and Afonso.
Also, in these two techniques, the testing time is almost
negligible, mainly because their feature vectors are both
relatively small (at most 122 features per app in DroidCat,
and 163 features per app in Afonso). As a static approach,
DroidSieve does not incur tracing cost. Its average feature
computation cost was 74.19 seconds per app. However,
DroidSieve uses very-large feature vectors (over 20,000
features per app), causing its substantial cost for the testing
phase (on average 3.52 seconds per app). Concerning the
storage cost, DroidCat and Afonso took 21KB and 32KB per
app, respectively, mainly for storing the traces. DroidSieve
does not incur trace storage cost, and it took 0.4KB per app
for storing feature files.
In all, DroidCat appeared to be reasonably efficient as a
dynamic malware analysis approach, and was
lighter-weight than the peer dynamic approach Afonso.
DroidSieve was the most efficient among the three
techniques, due to its lack of tracing overheads. However,
given the substantially superior performance of DroidCat
over DroidSieve, the additional cost incurred by DroidCat
can be seen to be justified.

9

L IMITATIONS AND T HREATS TO VALIDITY

The difficulty and overhead of tracing a large number of
apps present challenges to dynamic analysis, which
constrained the scale of our studies. While reasonably large
11

leveraged the graphs to categorize malware [39]. Dash et
al. generated features at different levels, including pure
system calls and higher-level behavioral patterns like file
system access which conflate sequences of related system
calls [34]. Some of the malware detection techniques have
been applied to family categorization as well [23], [78], [79].
Discussion. Table 6 compares our approach to
representative recent peer works in terms of classification
capability with respect to the three possible settings and
robustness against various analysis challenges. For the
settings that a tool was not designed to work in, the
capability was not applicable (hence noted as N/A).
Almost all the static approaches compared are
vulnerable to reflection as they use features based on APIs.
Marvin [18] as a hybrid technique also suffers from this
vulnerability as it relies on a number of static API-based
features. Techniques using features on static permissions,
such as DroidSIFT [79], Drebin [15], and StormDroid [26],
face challenges due to run-time permissions [19], [85]
which are increasingly adopted by (over one third already
of) Android apps [86]. The use of features based on system
calls comprises the resiliency of DroidScribe [34],
Madam [35], and Afonso [27] against obfuscation schemes
targeting system calls [30], [36], [38]. DroidSieve [23] gains
high accuracy with resilience against reflection by reducing
code analysis and using resource-centered features, but
may not detect malware that expresses malicious behaviors
only in code while with benign resources/assets. Our
comparative study results presented in this paper have
supported this hypothesis. In addition, like a few other
works that extract features (other than permission) from
resource files [15], [18], [55], it may not work with malware
with resources obfuscated [24], [25], [41].
In contrast, DroidCat adopts a purely dynamic
approach that resolves reflective calls at runtime, thus it is
fully resilient against even complex cases of reflection. It
relies on no features from resource files or based on system
calls, thus it is robust against obfuscation targeting those
features. While it remains to be studied if it well adapts to
Android ecosystem evolution, DroidCat would not be
much affected by run-time permissions as it does not use
related features. Also, compared to prior approaches
typically focusing on API calls, DroidCat characterizes the
invocations of all methods and ICCs.
We omitted in the table the effectiveness numbers (e.g.,
detection rate and accuracy) for these compared works
because they are not comparable: the numbers all came
from varied evaluation datasets. In this paper, we have
extensively studied two of the listed approached versus
ours on the same datasets. Nonetheless, in terms of any of
the effectiveness metrics we considered, DroidCat
appeared to have very promising performance relative to
the state-of-the-art peer approaches.

that our approach seems robust against emulator-evasion
attacks. On the other hand, after our features are revealed,
attackers could take adversarial approaches to impede the
computation of our dynamic features or pollute the code to
make our features less discriminatory.
DroidCat works at app level without any modification
of the Android framework and/or OS as in [18], [76]. This
design makes DroidCat easier to use and more adaptable to
rapid evolution of the Android ecosystem, but it does not
handle dynamically loaded code or native code yet.
Meanwhile, DroidCat requires app instrumentation, which
may constitute an impediment for its use by end users. A
more common deployment setting would be to use
DroidCat for batch screening by an app vetting service (e.g.,
as part of an app store), where the instrumentation, tracing,
learning, and prediction can be packed in one holistic
automated process of the service. Finally, our technique
follows a learning-based approach using features that can
be contrived, thus it may be vulnerable to sophisticated
attacks such as mimicry and poisoning [77].
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R ELATED W ORK

Dynamic Characterization for Android Apps. There have
been only a few studies broadly characterizing run-time
behaviors of Android apps. Zhou et al. manually analyzed
1,200 samples to understand malware installation methods,
activation mechanisms, and the nature of carried malicious
payloads [49]. Cai et al. instrumented 114 benign apps for
tracing method calls and ICCs, and investigated the
dynamic behaviors of benign apps [82]. These studies
either focus on malicious apps or benign ones. Canfora et
al. profiled Android apps to characterize their resource
usage and leveraged the profiles to detect malware [83]. We
profiled method and ICC invocations in our
characterization study as in [82] yet with both benign and
malicious samples. Also, our study aimed at not only
behavior understanding [49], [82]. We further utilized the
understanding for app classification like [83] yet with
different behavioral profiles and not only for malware
detection (but also for categorizing malware by families).
Android Malware Detection. Most previous detection
techniques utilized static app features based on API
calls [15], [16], [17], [35], [78], [79], [80] and/or
permissions [15], [18], [23], [26], [35]. ICCDetector [55]
modeled ICC patterns to identify malware that exhibits
different ICC characteristics from benign apps. Besides
static features, a few works enhanced their capability by
exploiting dynamic features (i.e., hybrid approaches) such
as messaging traffic [26], file/network operations [18], and
system/API calls [35]. However, approaches relying on
static code analysis are generally vulnerable to reflection
and other code obfuscation schemes [20], which are widely
adopted in Android apps (especially in malware) [41].
Suarez-Tangil et al. [23] mined non-code (e.g.,
resources/assets) features for more robust detection.
Static-analysis challenges have motivated dynamic
approaches, of which ours is not the first. Afonso et al. [27]
built dynamic features on system/API call frequencies for
malware detection, similar to [29] where occurrences of
unique callsites were used as features. A recent static
technique MamaDroid [81] and its dynamic variant [84]
model app behaviors based on the transition probabilities
between abstracted API calls in the form of Markov chains.
Android Malware Categorization. Approaches have
been proposed to categorize malware into known families.
Xu et al. traced system calls, investigated three alternative
ways to graphically represent the traces, and then
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C ONCLUSION

We presented DroidCat, a dynamic app classification
technique that detects and categorizes Android malware
with high accuracy. Features that capture the structure of
app executions are at the core of our approach, in addition
to those based on ICC and security sensitive accesses. We
empirically showed that this diverse, novel set of dynamic
features enabled the superior robustness of DroidCat against
analysis challenges such as heavy and complex use of
reflection, resource obfuscation, system-call obfuscation,
use of run-time permissions, and other evasion schemes.
These challenges impede most existing peer approaches, a
12

TABLE 6
Comparison of recent works on Android malware classification in capability and robustness. DET: detection, CAT: family categorization, SYSC:
system call, RT_PERM: run-time permission, RES: resource, OBF: obfuscation.
Classification Capability
Robustness against Analysis Challenges
Year
Technique
Approach
DET
CAT
Reflection
SYSC_OBF
RT_PERM
RES_OBF
DroidMiner [78]
2014
Static
3
3
7
3
3
3
DroidSIFT [79]
2014
Static
3
3
7
3
7
3
Drebin [15]
2014
Static
3
N/A
7
3
7
7
MudFlow [80]
2015
Static
3
N/A
7
3
3
3
Afonso et al. [27]
2015
Dynamic
3
N/A
unknown
7
3
3
Marvin [18]
2015
Hybrid
3
N/A
7
3
7
7
Madam [35]
2016
Hybrid
3
N/A
unknown
7
7
3
ICCDetector [55]
2016
Static
3
N/A
7
3
3
7
DroidScribe [34]
2016
Dynamic
N/A
3
3
7
3
3
StormDroid [26]
2016
Hybrid
3
N/A
7
3
7
3
MamaDroid [81]
2017
Static
3
N/A
7
3
3
3
DroidSieve [23]
2017
Static
3
3
3
3
7
7
DroidCat
this work
Dynamic
3
3
3
3
3
3

real concern since the app traits leading to the challenges
are increasingly prevalent in modern Android ecosystem.
Through extensive evaluation and in-depth case
studies, we have shown the superior stability of our
approach in achieving high classification performance,
compared to two state-of-the-art peer approaches, one
static and one dynamic. Meanwhile, in absolute terms,
DroidCat achieved significantly higher accuracy than the
peer approaches studied for both malware detection and
family categorization. Thus, DroidCat constitutes a
promising solution complementary to existing alternatives.
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